Understanding the Difficulty
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SAFELY ADMINISTERING INFUSIONAL THERAPIES IS MY PRIMARY ROLE AS AN ONCOLOGY NURSE WORKING IN THE OUTPATIENT SETTING. INCLUDED IN THIS FUNCTION ARE MANY SUPPORTIVE MEASURES TO ENSURE THAT EACH PATIENT HAS THE OPTIMAL CHANCE NOT ONLY TO BENEFIT FROM THIS ENCOUNTER, BUT TO EXPERIENCE THE LEAST HARM. LAST SEPTEMBER, A 69-YEAR-OLD RETIRED MEN’S CLOTHING DESIGNER NAMED A.C., WHO HAD METASTATIC COLON CANCER DIAGNOSED IN 2006, WAS SCHEDULED IN MY CLINIC TO RECEIVE IV HYDRATION. THIS WAS NECESSITATED BY INTRACTABLE DIARRHEA PRESUMED TO BE A RESULT OF PREVIOUS CHEMOTHERAPY DRUGS, WHICH HAD SINCE BEEN DISCONTINUED. HE REPORTED EMPTING HIS COLOSMOTY OF TWO TO THREE LITERS OF LIQUID STOOL PER DAY AND HAD RECENTLY BEEN DISCHARGED FROM A FOUR-WEEK INPATIENT STAY FOR THE SAME REASON. HE WAS STILL RECEIVING SINGLE-AGENT IV IMMUNOTHERAPY EVERY TWO WEEKS, WHICH, AS INDICATED ON COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN, HAD KEPT HIS DISEASE STABLE; HOWEVER, A.C. SUFFERED DAILY WITH THE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED, UNRELenting DIARRHEA. OF NOTE, A.C. WAS A MEDICARE RECIPIENT AND ALSO MAINTAINED LONG-TERM DISABILITY THAT PROVIDED A HOME HEALTH ATTENDANT (HHA) FOR BOTH HE AND HIS WIFE, WHO HAD MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS.

Providing IV hydration to patients before, during, or after chemotherapy as a supportive measure is not unusual. However, to administer IV electrolytes plus hydration seven days a week for a minimum of five hours a day was unprecedented in our outpatient setting. Responsibility for coordinating these appointments fell to my clinic Monday through Friday, an ambulatory center on Saturday, and our urgent care center on Sunday. Nurses, physicians, pharmacists, and physician’s office assistants (POAs) all took part in providing this patient with the unique care his condition required. We followed the prescribed plan for weeks, encountering a variety of challenges on any given day. Laboratory results for A.C. often were reported in the life-threatening category, which required additional electrolyte infusions. These extended his appointments to eight hours, and angered him. When this occurred, he was too exhausted to walk out (he had been able to walk into the clinic when he arrived) and, instead, was taken by wheelchair to the lobby to get his taxi home.

At times A.C. seemed genuinely appreciative of our nursing care, thanking us for answering his multitude of questions or for arranging his session to be done in his favorite room. Although his calling us “sweetheart” was not taken by all the nurses as an affectionate gesture, it seemed better than the times he cursed at us for not increasing the infusion rate so to the lobby to get his taxi home. Despite explanations why the latter request could not be granted, A.C. would not hesitate to use his cell phone while in our clinic to contact the POAs or call the pharmacy directly to argue whether this truly was valid. Another dilemma we encountered at times was his refusal to empty his colostomy in the toilet, rather than the sink. When asked repeatedly not to do so for hygienic reasons, he would reply, “Don’t tell me what to do, just turn on my TV.”

The weeks we continuously hydrated A.C. on a daily basis soon became two months. Questions began to arise among staff as to just how long this would continue. We expected at first for it to be a temporary measure, but realized it now seemed to be the very treatment that sustained his life. Without this massive hydration and replacement of electrolytes, A.C. would surely not survive. He was able to eat and drink and did so on a limited basis, but with the continued diarrhea, along now with intermittent vomiting, there was no way for him to maintain an adequate fluid status.

TEAM EFFORT

Because I cared for A.C. on more days than any other nurse, declaring myself his primary nurse gave me the responsibility to sort out all of the concerns and comments about this patient to re-evaluate our plan of care for him. Foremost, I knew this must be a collaborative effort, and I began by discussing A.C.’s case with his attending physician. Dr. S revealed that, ideally, this patient should be receiving home total parental nutrition (TPN) to better meet his
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